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ABSTRACT 

This project is conducted as to deliver the background of study, problem statements, 

objective, scope, literature review, methodology of choice for the development 

process, results and discussion, conclusion, recommendations and references used 

throughout its completion. The objective of this project is to extract relevant and 

useful information from Google Mail (GMail) by performing Information Extraction 

(IE) using Java progranuning language. After several testing have take place, the 

system developed is able to successfully extract relevant and useful information from 

GMail account and the emails come from different folders such as All Mail, Inbox, 

Drafts, Starred, Sent Mail, Spam and Trash. The focus is to extract email information 

such as the sender, recipient, subject and content. Those extracted information are 

presented in two mediums; as a text file or being stored inside database in order to 

better suit different users who come from different backgrounds and needs. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

The field of Information Extraction (IE) is a fairly new field that has evolved 

over the last decade. It then leads to the appearance of Wrapper Generation 

(WG) which aims to automate the traditional ways of performing IE. As the Web 

acts as the central source of an enormous amount of online documents nowadays, 

it turns out to provide a special challenge and has been the driving force behind 

research on IE [l] [2] [7]. IE is conducted not only to perform on Websites, files 

and documents but also many other sources like Web mail. 

Thus, this project is initiated with the aim to extract useful and relevant 

information from Web mail which are the sender, recipient, subject and content 

in particular email whereby those extracted information can be used for many 

purposes and help different people who come from different backgrounds and 

have different needs. 

1.2 Problem Statements 

1.2.1 Problem Identification 

As the Web is becoming huge and provides a vast source of information, the 

issue of extracting, integrating information from various Web sources and then 

presenting those relevant, desired information becomes important to the users 

[22]. Therefore there is a stringent necessity to learn on how IE works, and then 

implement it at certain level in order to help people and contribute to the society. 

For example, for a regular user of Web mail, it is troublesome to every time log 

in to the mail account just for sake of checking new emails. If there are huge in 

number of emails come, user needs to one by one click at the email so that they 

can view the emails' contents. 
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As a staff in a company, there is a situation whereby they need to send 

promotion's email or newsletters to potential customers and clients via email and 

the number is not small. Furthermore, they also intend to keep track the status of 

delivery to all expected recipients in order to ensure the emails sent reach their 

mailbox. 

Moreover, especially in Malaysia, from research done, forensic experts 

apparently did not have an adequate, efficient tool to deal with email forensic 

analysis and to perform a multi-staged analysis of email ensembles in a timely 

fashion [26]. 

1.2.2 Significant of the Project 

This project is significant as there is a need for Web mail information extraction 

in such a way to help people and society. 

In terms of personal use, regular users can reduce their frequency of logging in to 

their mail accounts just in case new incoming messages arrive and need not to 

click every email in order to see the content as with the use of this system, users 

can view many emails in a glance and just scrolling down the text file if the 

emails are huge in number. This technique may help active users who value their 

time the most and prefer simple, clean method of reading emails. 

As the extracted information of Web mail is to be stored in a database, any 

keyword searching activities like SQL query can be done to deal with large 

number of emails collection. For a company which tends to send promotion or 

newsletter to their target customers or clients in a huge amount at a one time, the 

same approach of this system can be implemented to extract their email addresses 

from any Web sources. 

At the other side, this system also can help forensic experts to deal with cyber 

crimes by performing email information extraction and then continue with the 

next stage of multi-staged email analysis activities in which aims to identify 

unforeseen pattern and behavior in a collection of emails. 
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1.3 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to extract useful and relevant information 

from Google Mail (GMail) by performing IE using Java programming language. 

Extracted information can then be saved as a text file or to be stored in a database 

for post-processing activities. 

1.4 Scope of Study 

This project focuses on performing IE on GMail accounts. Elements to be 

extracted are the sender, recipient, subject and the content itself. 

Extracted information is to be saved as a text file and to be stored in a database 

depending on users' preferences and purposes of using the system. Text file and 

database are mediums in presenting those extracted information. As a starting 

point, IE shall be conducted in such a way irrespective the emails are read or 

unread. Other constraint is only one email address can occupy into one column in 

a particular table inside database. 

The system shall be written using Java as the main programming language for the 

IE process at the back end side while other programming languages act as 

complements to each other. Some third party software are used to speed up the 

process of development such as JavaMail and JavaBeans Activation Framework 

(JAF). 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Concepts of IE 

According to Muslea (1999) 

Infonnation Extraction (IE) is concerned with extracting the relevant infonnation 

from a collection of documents. (p.l) 

The key component of any IE system is its set of extraction patterns or also known as 

extraction rules (Eikvil, 1999, p.5) (Muslea, 1999, p.l) (Mecca, 2002, p. 9). 

Muslea (1999) added, as "IE systems rely on the extraction rules" to extract relevant 

infonnation, several research efforts have focused on "learning the extraction rules 

from training examples provided by the users as writing traditional extraction rules is 

a difficult, time-consuming task" (p.l) [21] [22] [23]. Several types of "extraction 

rules can also be generated by machine learning algorithms" [3] [21) [22]. For 

example to extract infonnation from "grammatical, free text document, AutoSlog, 

LIEP and CRYSTAL extraction rules can be used while for online documents, 

WlllSK, RAPIER and SRV extraction rules" [2]. 

On the other hand, Sarawagi (2002) defmes IE task by given E: a set of structured 

elements which is the target schema, S: unstructured source, and leading to a 

statement of extract all instances of E from S. As level of difficulty in extracting 

infonnation varies depending on input and kind of rules, she classified extraction 

rules into three which are text segmentation, HTML wrapper and classical IE. 

Chang and others (2006) proposed a three-dimensional representation of IE features: 

the frrst dimension evaluates the difficulty of an IE task, the second compares the 

various techniques and the third compares both the training effort of a user and the 

necessity to port an IE system across different domains. 
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2.2 Concepts of WG 

Wrapper Generation (WG) field has actually appeared from the necessity of 

extracting and integrating data from multiple Web-based sources in the field of 

Information Extraction (IE) [I] [2] [3] [22] [23]. A typical wrapper application is 

often written by hand [I] [23, p.6]. As some efforts have been conducted, wrappers 

then can be generated by machine learning algorithm which is less time-consuming 

[24]. "Wrapper induction systems", the next generations of wrapper, on the other 

hand, have the "functionality of generating delimiter-based rules that do not use 

linguistic constraints" (Eikvil, 1999, p.l3) (Muslea, 1999, p.S). Today's IE systems 

use extraction patterns are based on one or both approaches, the syntactic/semantic 

constraints and delimiter-based [I] [2]. 

Hsu and Dung [5] classified wrappers into four categories which are hand-made 

wrappers using general·purpose programming languages, designed programming 

languages, heuristic-based wrappers and Wrapper Induction (WI) approaches. 

Beside that, a complete categorization was made by Laender [6]. They proposed the 

taxonomy of languages for wrapper development, HTML-aware tools, NLP-based 

tools, wrapper induction tools, modeling-based tools and Ontology-based tools. They 

also compared among the tools using several features like degree of automation, 

support for complex objects, page contents, availability of a GUI, XML output, 

support for non-HTML sources, resilience and adaptiveness. 

According to [I] [7] [21] 

"Information Extraction (IE) from Web pages is normally performed using 

wrappers". "A wrapper is a procedure" that is designed to access HTML 

documents and export relevant information to a structured, fixed and 

unambiguous format as the output. "Wrappers consist of a series of rules and 

some codes should be written in order to apply those rules and generally are 

specific to a source". 
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Cosulschi M. (2000) noted that a wrapper is also known as a program that aims to 

identify data of interest and put them into some suitable formats and eventually store 

back into a relational database. According to Eikvil [I, 8] a classification of Web 

wrappers can be made on the base of the kind of HTML pages that each wrapper is 

able to deal with. There are three different types of Web pages that can be 

distinguished by free, unstructured pages, semi-structured pages and structured pages 

[7]. Besides the HTML page structure, effective wrappers consider also the structure 

ofhyperlink as it may reveal relevant information [l]. 

Sarawagi (2002) classified Web sites wrappers according to the amplitude of the 

tasks they are able to face as distinguished below. 

• Record-level wrappers - Extract elements of a single Jist of homogeneous 

records from a Web page and discover record boundary by detecting 

regularity. 

• Page-level wrappers- Extract elements of multiple kinds of records. 

• Site-level wrappers - Extract elements and convert it into structured format 

for an entire Web site. 

2.3 From IE to WG 

lE has started with a typical wrapper application, where people needs to write 

extraction rules to create wrapper by himself and figures out the structure of Web 

pages before sets the pattern of returned result. This technique is rather tedious and 

time-consuming, and then it led to another technique of generating wrapper, which is 

using machine learning algorithm. In this technique, the machine learning algorithm 

learns the extraction rules by providing it a lot of training examples and it still need 

human intervention [l OJ. Then researchers found out that it would be better if they 

discover a way of automating the wrapper generation and the "construction of 

wrapper classes" [10]. Here WG came, where it focuses on generating wrapper 

automatically. After that, more and more wrapper induction systems have been 

produced for information extraction purposes. 
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Wrapper can also be designed by hand using programming language. The golden rule 

of IE is, to know the structure of the Web page. The more structured the Web page 

is, the easier to inspect its elements and then exploit the content itself. With today's 

technologies, many open source software and libraries can be used to fasten the 

speed of creating wrapper. See Figure 2.1 for chronological history of IE and WG. 

"'Information Extraction 

1 
Write extraction rules 

l 
Machine learning algorithm 

1 
Wrapper Generation 

! 
Wrapper induction systems 

Figure 2.1: Chronological history of IE and WG 
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2.4 Recent IE Projects 

According to Cosulschi M. (2004), various tools of information extraction have been 

proposed in the literature and developed for the purpose of performing Information 

Extraction (IE) [1] [2] [9]. In this sectio~ a brief overview will be given on some 

recent projects that have been successfully developed over the last decade. 

2.4.1 LiXto 

LiXto [10] [ I I] was a project started by Gottlob, and it is a method for visually 

extracting HTML!XML wrappers under the supervision of a human designer. It 

allows a wrapper to view the information extraction patterns on the Web pages. It 

uses -like programming language called Elog to represent extraction knowledge 

internally [12]. Among the most interesting features of LiXto is the ability to 

access Web data even if protected by means of a username/password authentication 

mechanism, if the user provides them. FinaJJy, the extraction process can be 

scheduled in order to be repeated at ftxed times [7] . Figure 2.2 as shown on the next 

page is the architecture of LiXto. 

set o f structural 
similar pag es 

e xample set 
(usua lly a sing le page) 

( Transformer) 

-work on XML 

Figure 2.2: The architecture ofLiXto, from [11] 
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2.4.2 Fetch Agent Platform 

Fetch Agent Platform [JJJ js an exampJe of commercjaJ infonnation extractjon tooJ. 

It has two major components, which are AgentBuilder and AgentRunner, whereby it 

provides a visual environment that allows a user to construct web agents, while 

another one, automatically performs the tasks specified by the agent as well as 

produces structured data. The extraction rules are based on landmarks (groups of 

consecutive tokens) that enable a software agent to locate the start and end of fields 

within a page [7]. Figure 2.3 as shown on the next page demonstrates the architecture 

of Fetch Agent Platform. 

l 
y 

--~l 
.-;- . 

Exetutto 1 

Figure 2.3: The architecture of Fetch Agent Platform, from [13] 
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2.4.3 RoadRunner 

RoadRunner[?, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,23,24,25] 

It is a research project on infomtation extraction. The goal is to develop fully 

automatic techniques to perfomt infomtation extraction from large Web sites. It 

needs multiple input Web pages of the same template to work and then generates 

a schema during an iterative process. This schema is used as a starting point for 

the inference of a grammar which is capable to recognize the instances of 

attributes. The sample pages are taken as the wrapper. The extraction procedure 

is based on an algorithm that compares the tag structure of the set of sample 

pages and produces regular expressions able to handle structural differences 

found in the set of sample pages. This procedure will result to generalized 

wrapper. A peculiar feature of RoadRunner is that this procedure is completely 

automatic and no user intervention is required. It also has contributed to bridge 

the gap between wrapper induction and traditional grammar inference techniques. 

2.5 Email Forensic Analysis 

Today, cyber crime has rapidly increased from time to time. Email which is the 

medium of communication has been a victim of uncontrolled illegitimate activities. 

Email spamming, phishing, cyber bullying, child pornography, sexual harassment are 

some common mediated cyber crimes. Apparently, no adequate, efficient automated 

tools and techniques that are available for securing email systems in a timely fashion. 

Thus, in the context of email forensic analysis, email infomtation extraction becomes 

vital in order to examine suspected email accounts. It is critical to gather clues and 

evidences before prosecuting criminals in a court of law. 
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By performing email information extraction, forensic experts can extract all features 

in an emajl and store it into a database. After the emails have been extracte<L they 

may perform other post-processing activities in a multi-staged email analysis like 

email mining, email statistic analysis, email authorship attribution and much more 

[26] [27]. lt means that Web mail information extraction is the very first stage to 

proceed to other stages. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 on the next page show how email 

mining and email statistic analysis are being presented by gathering extracted 

information from the database, respectively. 
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oQ- Adll . DIMte r! fda .._.'I Add~_~ .... ~'--~;::-..,...._ ....... l-' 
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Figure 2.4: Email mining in email forensic analysis 
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Figure 2.5: Email statistic in email forensic analysis 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 WaterfaU Methodology 

In this project, waterfall methodology is chosen for the system development life 

cycle process. As shown in Figure 3.1 below, there are six phases altogether that will 

have to take place on developing this system. Even though it looks linear and 

sequentia~ but it still allow continuous improvement as it can go back to the previous 

phase to refine and correct anything whenever and wherever necessary. The big 

arrow shown in the figure means it can go back from one phase to other phase 

regardless where those phases reside are and it does not necessarily to go by order. 

Planning 

Analysis 

Design 

Development 

Testing 

Maintenance 

Figure 3.1: Waterfall methodology 
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3.1.1 Planning Phase 

Planning phase is an important stage, whereby fundamental process of understanding 

of why the project should be carried on and its aims are conducted. During project 

initiation, several discussions on project feasibility have been done with project 

supervisor. 

In order to work out the proposed project, thorough researches on Infonnation 

Extraction (IE) shall be conducted as the pre-requisite, in which the research should 

give better overview about the project and knowledge on how to go about designing 

and developing it later. Research on email forensic with regards to cyber crime 

investigation appears to be crucial as it can be an added advantage to the project 

itself and might be a good contribution to the society. 

To ensure the project goes smoothly within its scope in timely manner, it should have 

Gantt chart and key milestone as guidance. See Appendix A and Appendix B for Gantt 

chart and full key milestone, respectively. 

3.1.2 Analysis Phase 

Analysis phase shall be done by doing research on IE and Wrapper Generation (WG) 

areas as well as email forensic analysis, so that infonnation and knowledge can be 

gathered. Other than that, research on development tools and environment should be 

conducted in the hope to discover available technologies that might fit and 

advantageous to the system at the end of the project. Selection of right tools and 

technique may lessen or even avoid the probability of project to fail 

3.1.3 Design Phase 

The proposed framework should be created during design stage. It shall help to gain 

insights on how the system works and the workflow of project development as well 

as system function requirement and specification. The input and output of the system 

should be specified to ensure the project focus goes within its limit of scope and 

time. 
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3.1.4 Development Phase 

The development of the system has been conducted during development stage. Here 

it should make use of the framework predefined earlier as the guideline to build the 

system. 

Software installation and configuration should be done properly with its 

accompanying third-party software before start developing the system so that the 

enviromnent settings fit to each other. All the libraries used should be located in the 

right directory of the development workspace to make sure it provides help as it 

supposedly to. Installing a server also is crucial since the system needs a servlet 

engine to channel out the delivery of output. All the development tools, platform, 

libraries and server used are elaborated in details in Section 3.2 of this chapter. 

3.1.5 Testing and Maintenanee Phase 

Upon finishing the development process, several testing have to be done to ensure 

that the system works and performs perfectly as it expected. Any errors or bugs 

should be fixed after reviewing back the system requirements and the design. 

Maintenance phase shall be conducted to maintain the system functionality as the 

input structure of Web mail used is expected to change in the future. Besides, any 

enhancement to tbe system can be conducted to create added values. 

3.2 Development Tools 

The main tool and platform used to develop the system is Eclipse version 3.3 and 

Java TM Standard Edition Software Development Kit version 6 (Java ™ SE SDK 6) 

respectively. The Java ™ SE SDK 6 platform is chosen as it allows this system to be 

written in Java technology. It contains the Java Runtime Enviromnent (IRE), set of 

API classes, Java compiler and additional files. 
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Other than that, third-party software used in developing the system are JavaMail and 

JavaBeans Activation Framework (JAF). JavaMail is a standard Java extension 

which has javax. * package structure. Meanwhile JAF is used for handling 

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) types since usually all Internet email 

is transmitted in MIME format, allowing messages to have a tree structure. 

The servers involved are Apache Tomcat Server version 6 which is one of the most 

popular servlet engines and Apache Derby Network Server for the database. Derby 

database is chosen as the database because it comes as a package together with 

Eclipse in which it is easier for database set up and settings. 

The programming languages used in the development process are Java, Java Server 

Pages (JSP), and Structured Query Language (SQL). In order to retrieve emails from 

mail account, Internet Message Access Protocol (!MAP) is chosen as the mechanism 

since it is one of the two most prevalent Internet standard protocols beside Post 

Office Protocol (POP) and proven to be more stable overall. It offers two-way 

communication between Web GMail and email client and also provides a better 

method to access mail account from multiple devices. 
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CBAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Proposed Framework 

Throughout this section, it discusses the proposed framework that is used for 

developing the system. Figure 4.1 as shown on the next page portrayed the proposed 

framework. Firstly, the system should be able to access the Web mail by passing 

over HTIP and provides authentication in order to gain access on particular mail 

account by providing several information such as mail server, usemame and 

password. 

After take control on that email account, here the information extraction process goes 

and users may select to extract the whole emails on the account or certain folder such 

as Inbox, Drafts, Sent Mail or others according to their preferences and purposes. 

This system proposes two mediums of output presentation, either in text file or being 

stored in a database. Hence, it again depends on the users according to their 

preferences and the purpose of using the system. 

In this project, three different targets of users are identified where they come from 

different backgrounds so do their needs. First, users who just want to easily get the 

new incoming emails without regularly logging in to the mail account and check on 

it one by one. Second, staffs in a company with the tasks of sending promotion or 

newsletter via email to their potential customers or clients and to keep track the 

status of delivery of each email. Third, forensic investigator may perform post

processing activities in a multi-staged email forensic analysis like email mining, 

email statistic analysis, email authorship attribution and more on the extracted 

information of emails that have been stored in the database to discover any unusual 

pattern or behavior. 
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GM· il 
We~ Mail 

Email Information Extraction Process 

' Output: Extracted Information 

' ~ 

(Text File (Database 

Figure 4.1: The proposed framework 

4.2 Process Flow of Web Mail Information Extraction 

Web mail information extraction process begins by establishing connection to the 

mail server provided specific details which are the mail server name, usemame and 

password in order to gain access of particular mail account. Figure 4.2 shows the 

process flow of web mail information extraction. It starts with establishing 

connection to the mail server by providing details of mail server name, usemame and 

password. After that, based on folder selection by users, the system will extract 

emails from that particular folder. If the user chooses to extract the whole mail 

account, extraction will be conducted to all folders inside the mail account. If email 

has been detected in a particular folder, the process of email extraction will take 

place and will end with displaying the output of extracted information. Once no 

email is to be extracted anymore, the execution process will end automatically. 
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Start 

Establish connection to mall server 

Access folder using IMAP 

Display output 

Figure 4.2: Process flow of web mail information extraction 

In Extract emails function, there are several operations have to take place in order to 

retrieve particular information in the mail folder. Figure 4.3 displays the process of 

operations inside Extract emails function. Each and every email is to be set with 

unique number to differentiate one email from another. After that, relevant 

information from email will be retrieved accordingly which start from the sender, 

recipient, subject and the last is the content itself. Upon email's information retrieval 

has completed, the particular email will be marked as "read", "unread" or "delete" 

based on users' preferences. If the user did not select any, therefore as the "Mark as" 

field is set to non-mandatory class, the email will then he marked as read by default. 

I Extract emails I 
I 

I Set no. of email I 
I Get "from" element I 

I 
I Get "reclplenr el.ement l 

1 

I Get ·subjecr· element I 
I 

I Get "contenf' element I 
1 

l Mark as "read" /"unread" /"delete" I 

Figure 4.3: Details of Extract emails function 
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Figure 4.4 as shown below displays the Java code to connect to the mail server by 

providing required information which are the mail server name, server port number, 

usemame and password. Server port number is left by default number which is -1. 

Properties props= Syseero.getProperties(); 
Session session= Session.getDefaultinstance(propa, null); 

stor-e = session.getStore ( "imaps"); 
store. connect (server-, -1, user·, password); 

Figure 4.4: Details needed to connect to mail server 

After being granted access to the mail server and before performing information 

extraction process on the emails, specifying the folder is a necessity. The folders 

available for information extraction at this stage of system development are All Mail, 

Inbox, Drafts, Starred, Sent Mai~ Spam and Trash. Figure 4.5 displays the simple 

source code of this process. For example from the figure below, the user prompts the 

system to extract information from Inbox folder. The system will search through the 

mail account for In box folder, if not found, it displays "No Inbox". 

folder = folder. getFolder ( "Inbox") : 
if (folder = null) 

throw new Excepeion("No Inboxn); 

Figure 4.5: To get folder for extraction 

Next is the information extraction process. Figure 4.6 is the code to keep track the 

sequence of emails and put number on it to differentiate one email with another. It is 

safe to ensure the users did not get confused. The message number is sequentially 

accorded to how many emails in a particular folder that has been chosen have or how 

many emails in that mail account has if it runs for the whole mail account. For 

example, if the user chooses to extract emails from Inbox folder only, then, the 

message number starts with one and the end number is equal to total emails in that 

Inbox. Same goes if the user chooses to extract particular folder. If the user wants to 
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extract the whole mail account, the number of the last message will equal to total 

count of emails in that mail account. 

I/ -- Get the message n-urrber a:r-.~.d add as an elercent 
SourceElement sourceElement 
=new Sour-ceElement("\n"+"Na."+msqNmn+n ", ""}; 
elements. addElement.( sourceElement) : 

Figure 4.6: Message number 

Vital elements to be extracted are the sender of the email, recipient, subject and 

content. For this project, extracted elements are limited to only those four. Figure 

4.7, Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 shows the source code of to retrieve each 

element Using JavaMail and JavaBeans Activation Framework (JAF) library, it 

should be easy to retrieve the elements of email because the library provides a lot of 

functions like getFrom(), getAl!Recipients(), getSubject() and more. Each of them 

serve its unique function and understandable as it acts as self-explanatory. 

// -- Get the .sender a....""ld add a.s eJ..em.e~lt.S 

Address[] sender-mess~ge.~~~~~~(); 
for (int r-0; r<sender.~ength; r++) 
{ 

} 

Sering th1sSender-sender[r].toStr1nq(); 
:~ourceEl.ement-new ScurceEJ.emene("Sender:rr 

,thi.sSe.nde:r); 

Figure 4. 7: Get the sender's email address 

/1 -- Get the reci.pi.e:lts a:-.._d add a.s elerr.en.ts 

Address {] :reci.p-ient=m.eaaage .. cte;M:~~~-C::L~~~ () : 
for (int r-o; r<recipi.ene.~ength; r++) 

l 

Stri.ng thisReci.pi.ent=recipi.ene[r].toStrinq(); 
sou:rceEl.e:m.ent-new Sourc.eEl.e:mene ( "Rec.i.p.ien'C (s}:" 

,'Ch1sRee1p1ent); 
e1ements.addE1ement~=euxceE1ement); 

Figure 4.8: Get.the recipient's email address 
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I I -- Get. cr~e s'..lbj ect aad add as an e:lerr.ent 

Str:i.nq subj ect=messaqe. ~~j;'~;i;e1::i; () ; 
sour-ceElement 

=new Sou:r·ceElement ("Subject:", subject); 
elemen,ts. addElement ( "o.urceElement) ; 

Figure 4.9: Get the subject element 

In Figure 4.1 0, BufferReader is used to read through the content of email message 

and parse it as text. Every line in email content is read to retrieve the value. 

After retrieving all values from each element, addElement() method is used to add 

those element to the object that will be presented as an output later on. In this 

example, the variable name for that object is elements. elements carries all values 

assigned to it till the end of the email information extraction process. 

// -- Parse ccnce.r1t as text -
BufferedReader reader 

=new BufferedReader(new !nputStreamReader(:i.s)); 
i nt lineNllllt"'O; 
Strinq ehisi.ine=reader.readi.ine(); 
while (thisi.ine!=null) 
{ 

} 

if(lineNum == 3) 
{ 

} 

sourceElement=new SourceElement("Message:",thisLine); 
elements. ad.dElemene ( sourceElement;) ; 

if (lineNum == 4 II lineNum == 5 II lineNum == 6) 
{ 

} 

sourceElem.ent=new Sou.rceElement("",thisLine); 
elemeT,~ts. ap.d..Elemen_t ( so_u_rc:_:eElernen_t_} : 

lineNum++; 
t;hisLine=read.er.readi.ine(); 

Figure 4.10: Get the content of the email 
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Right after getting all the elements of email, connection to database is needed. In this 

system, Derby database is used as it comes together in a package with Eclipse 

platfonn. Thus, Figure 4.11 as shown below displays how to set database properties 

in Eclipse to connect the Java application with Derby database. All details as follows 

should be specified to ensure the connection is established between respective 

parties. The database name created is named as sample as shown in Figure 4.11. 

url jdbc: derby: /l)oRS'!cl-J:>P,~J;: 1527/sample;create=true 

usernam.e user-

password 123 

Figure 4.11: Connection to Derby database 

To store the extracted infonnation of emails into the database, Figure 4.12 shows 

how it is done. Thus, the connection to the database needs to be established first 

before executing any SQL queries in the Web mail infonnation extraction process. 

The four elements that have been extracted earlier which are the sender, recipient, 

subject and content will be stored in the database. Therefore there are four columns 

in the database that need to be created to store each extracted element. The columns 

are Sender, Recipient, Subject and Content. 

In the same figure, the last code portrays that the emails that have been executed by 

Web mail infonnation extraction process will then be flagged as seen, which means 

it has been read. Being marked as "Read" is defuult if the nser did not specizy the 

Mark as field. This is just to mark the message and distinguish one email with 

another new email. 

for(String temp:mails) 
System.out.println(temp); 

connecttoDerby(); 
message.setFlag(Flags.Flag.SEEN, true); 

Figure 4.12: Connection to database and email is been flagged as seen 
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4.3 System Interface 

In this section, system interface is discussed as follows. Figure 4.13 shows the main 

page of the system. Users have to key in all required information in order to use the 

system. They need to enter his GMail's account information which are usemame and 

password. 

Weko- to Web ~laD lufonoatioa EscnctioD 

:\faiA«~ 

l:~ 

Pass.-ord 

falo:la 

:\lade as 

AIL\al 

Read 

ElRct To Tutfole Ellnct_, o..tNise ReMC 

Figure 4.13: Main page ofthe system 

• IJ 

The Extract To Text File button at the bottom of the system has the function of 

performing Web mail information extraction and save the output in a text file. The 

middle button, Extract Into Database, stores the output of extracted information of 

emails into a database instead. Reset button is used to clear all input fields at once. 

Users have to be clear with their own preferences and understand their purposes of 

using the system otherwise they could not use this system's functionalities to the 

fullest as it supposed to provide to users. 

Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 display how the dropdown menu appears for Folder and 

Mark as field, respectively. The dropdown gives users the chance to select their 

preferences accordingly. Users may select their preferred folder to be extracted or 

just extract the whole folders which represents as All Mail. Available folders for 

extraction at this point of time are All Mail, lnbo;x. Starred, Drafts, Sent Mail. Spam 

and Trash. 
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- -

AlUM 

Figure 4.14: Dropdown menu for Folder 

Read 
R .. d 
Un.tad 
De!Qtot 

Figure 4.15: Dropdown menu for Mark as 

T 

4.4 Testing Outputs 

As mentioned several times before, the final output of this system in which to be 

specific, the extracted email information will be saved in two kinds of way, either in 

a text file or in a database. Figure 4.16 is the original emails in a particular GMail 

account namely bahariah.latan@gmail.com. For the time being, there are currently 

five unread email messages in the Inbox folder. 

GM il 

-~~~ llllu. 
- a --[)qb -

s..Jr~IMI ~-.we =:;:.c--.-----..__ llill 

..._, ,, •• ,... .~llillll 

"'*" tetr~Wt-wtt $QjA furt:Jfnfrin!J- IIr,_. GMJ ....._ ......... .. _tlil&c:tDittU.~ 

9 Al'cMft ,.... .... o.- ........ ~· .... _ .. ~ 

• ..,. - AWoiiJoa --Mool. -
.......... oiiiATlAS ... ..,~ • 

51-- ... --.--..... ....... 
L.-ta...,.._ 0.• r.-; 

Figure 4.16: Original emails in bahariah.latan@gmail.com 
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In Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, it shows how it looks like the output of extracted 

elements of those emails in bahariah.latan@gmail.com that will be saved in a text 

file while Figure 4.19 shows it on the other way round, which is in a database. Figure 

4.17, Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 contain exactly the same extracted information 

from each email but they are being presented in different formats. 

Ji~.G 
SUb)ect: te~~ ~r!orm 
~~n~er: Norhaz~n1 Aw&nq_<z~nL.me!$@QW41l.com> 
~~o1~~ent~el; bab6ri&h.la~ane~~l.e~rn 

~e-;!ltt~Q:~t: :t:l'l!.o:r· bahosruh. 

I
f Li:t\7 pufom ilC:ildcmic.. 'iO~ on '!;.be kn •• 

FYP •• go, ge .• gc- b~~;!i;ariah co.n de it •• 

}--~Oc;!301'l.;,(I!..Zc;:f(i$"i'!l'Oi.!!QUJ.il'2d 

~0.1 
fSUbjec"G: 01t'Qel1~- MeeUnQ 
fsend~r: nhm <l'lMlifi@ql'Mi.l.eem> 
.{'aeeJ.pl.en't. t_s) : b.al'.ari.a.h .lar;;.an@·p.a.1l.eorr.: 
Ilfesaa.;e:: l>eai- Ya.n~ 

As per s.W::Je«~ t.ht!:.t'l!: w1.11 be an urqe-nt; m.e:e:ti!l9" en t.his com..1.nq Sa"t-•.;::d&'l• a~ 

, g.,coam. Plea~t! re_ph• you:r .avail&bil1cy t.o c:ou ,.;o t.-he :m@i!!!tinq. 

Thank YO'O:I. 

I 
-lNo.:t: 
Subject; lo~q ~ime ~o #ee 
~e.ra~·fta-r- "Al..t.~o z."' <Xl.,i. -~~;iN@QtU~U- J:r:4fJ.;> 

~~~lpj,.~r.; ($): b$-l:",•~hr..:t..a~.a.ns-~u . .;¢~ 
~#Saqe! ht tJtere, .1, boi!l:..i.oi!Vfl' ~ .!ll~eal.;l.y q~t. U!' SeM :tUJJ.lt.. M'lrt VI!!.~ ~~? dO U ):!:J,I,\-t:. 1;.0 

e~n~~nu~ ~~uav -or 0@~ in~::e ear~e~ wo~l~? 

_t DAYANG AI.!U. ZAWANI iS'! Ali"ANG CA.~. 
- &cho!:lo: ~nons} lntonr.a:c.l-cn. M".d Com:r.unicauo~n tech.nol.oQV 

Figure 4.17: Final output to be saved in text file 
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!!No.2 
l.Sub:;Jec1;: l-on9 ti:m.e nc aee 

!Sender: ~Aliaa z.~ <xii.m~rie~@cmail~com> 
Recipient.{!:!}: bohari.ah,latan$~1. com 

r
c::J.JJoll;;-1!~ hi the:::e, i ~lie-ve: t1 a.lr-ead:t Of!t. u.: SF¥. ::e.!l:j;ilt. 'hew w;a:J it? d.-o lJ: plan te
~oQtinYc ~e~~Y o; get l~~o car~er ~o::ld? 

II ;~),"h,"JG A!-lAA l~"fi :ST Aii!ANG SA.~ 
a.!Lt::Ml.¢t (l!Qt.l#) tr;:fcu:~nat:_.)..Q~ ~:r.td. C~ ... Hl;,ie~"t~<:lfl T~~f,~Q.l,OQ~ 

i 
!No,s 
" ~Ul>,)eet.: SI Pet.!!'Ol'.i&-~ 

Se~de%: ch~ ca~ <st.ua~n~.l1fe.3l@gmail.com> 

Rec1p~en~(s}: bahaz1an.la~a~@q=a11.com 

Me!i.!!I&Qe: Anyo::.e bt!l.nq called to.r S~;:~:·uct.ur!!!d In~:;e·t-view, you ar!!! co:mpul-!or·y 1:.0 cam~ t-o 

I 
:·~~.,::':" l>co'l> ond ••• T•••"" Nooxudd>n ox on> P£t•oN,. <>tHoen ~o hll '"' 

I 
..... tJcae;;S3nO!c!tOd .. eboOi40!'90tl33 
Cont~~e-~~~~= t~xt/html; ch4::~ce~Iso~as59-1 

I 
~··-i 
IS®j~ce: t:!:!.t impo.:e.tane ef Mll!l'I.JU!. 
,s~ed.e;t": N~d.Y!'- S;.;.r.Je~ AbdUl JaHl. Na\in <.to:=:t..:f!.ed.y~@·qf't!A.il.e¢m> 
!Ree.lp:ten:t (:!): ba.l:IU:t.ah.la"ta.n@gu.H.eom 
~e~sa-;e: }I"..ATLAB .1s a. ve:ty i..m;IO~t..e:n~ ~ool !o.t- -enq:iftee~s. ,!l:uder.~~ &:'.id.. 1~ 1~ a 
1 hio;h-le\.,.el 'l:>eeh."Jieal eempu:tl.nQ lan;uage and. .lrt'!:--eraet..ive envirorut.ent: rer 

a.1qo.r1:trut. deve.Iopmen~, dal:-& Vl.,!uallzat:.l.on, d.a.t;.a .an&lj'!I.L.s -etc. A.":ld we have 
collec"ted some ot the qood. top.ics and -p:o_:!ec-t: report-.!! f(l:r l!lt,Ude~'t~ dolnq 
pro.Jec"t: on Mat.l&h. 'iou can &l!lo- add youz own Ma'!:-la.b proJe-ct- topl.c a.nd report 
h!ere tht"OUQh '!r'OUl: CO~tment.a:. 

Figure 4.18: Final output to be saved in text file (cont.) 

SENDER RECIPI!NT SIIRI!CT CONTENT 

I nilm <nhmll!@gmail.com> oahanah.lltin@gmail.com Urgent Melting tier l'a~ IJ pmu~ect, ~ae wiff be an u~ent melting ... 

l "Mia a L" <;i,memoris@gmail.com> oahariah.lltin@gmail.com long time no see hi there, i oeiE'Ie u already get ur IPM re~ult how ms n1 ,, 

r chenah <studentlie.ll@gmail.com> oahariah,lltin@gmail.com ~Petronas Anyone ~ng called for ~ructured lnteMew, you are co ... 

Nadya Binti Abdul Jalil N!dya < ictnadya@gmil.com> bahariah.!Btin@gmail.com fue important of MATlAB MATlAB is ave~ important tool for en~nl!fl 

Figure 4.19: Final output to be stored in database 
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4.5 Test Cases 

Table 4.1 as displayed below shows the result of test cases for the system testing. 

Several testing have been run to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the extracted 

information during Web mail information extraction process. The test cases are 

developed with the aim to provide testing results based on the functionalities of 

current system. In this system, email account of bahariah.latan@gmail.com and 

yan.bahariah@gmail.com are used to serve for testing purposes . 

NQ. l!f i!Di!il§ (!llllllll! Ji!Vll i!l!l!liClllil!l!) ... ) 
I ' - ------- --{- - . .. ··-

i 

GMail Account All Mail In box Starred Drafts Sent Mail Soam Trash 
bahariah.latan 22 5 5 0 2 1 1 
yan.bahariah 21853 2253 10 10 1526 7 34 

T otlll imlli!J correct!)! !!!Slri!!O!!!!I II[!~ ma!!led g§ rea!l 
.. ·-·· 

GMail Account All Mail lnbox Starred Drafts Sent Mail Soam Trash 
bahariah.latan 24 5 5 0 3 1 1 
yan.bahariah 22013 2807 10 10 1621 7 34 

• • . 
{· 

- ' - ' ; . ' 

f2tilf8iilli!i£oiTect., ;lrti:a~ei! alidmiiilll!di!&ililiiid: aRilnmfili'snum -II mil l!iifX 
1 I i , : ~ - i :· 

GMail Account All Mail lnbox Starred Drafts Sent Mail Soam Trash 
bahariah.latan NIA N/A NIA NIA NIA 1 1 
1van.bahariah N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 7 34 

Table 4.1: Test cases 

Total all emails in All Mail folder have huge different from the sum of emails in 

other folders like Inbox, Drafts, Sent Mail, Starred, Spam and Trash, because the 

user of bahariah.latan@gmail.com is implementing customized folders. Other than 

that, total actual emails in a particular folder like All Mail, Inbox and Sent Mail is 

differ from total extracted emails because GMail is implementing one subject of an 

email with many replies. Therefore this system did not recognize the emails based on 

per subject, but based on how many replies (email messages) per subject altogether. 

Hence, the actual total emails in particular folder is lesser than total extracted emails. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

With the growth of the amount of online information, the availability of Information 

Extraction (IE) systems has become an important necessity. Thus, this project aims 

to perform Web mail information extraction, transform emails into a clean format 

saved in text file and store extracted information from emails into database. 

Extracted information is stored in two different ways to satisfy users from different 

backgrounds. 

Therefore, this project has achieved its main goal as mentioned above by 

successfully extracting useful and relevant emails' information such as the sender, 

recipient, subject and content from Google Mail (GMail) using Java. It is proven 

based on the testing outputs and test cases that have been presented earlier. 

Extracted information saved in a text file helps users personally in which they need 

not to log in all the time to their mail accounts just to check if there are new 

incoming emails. They also do not need to click every email in order to see the 

content as with the use of this system, users can view many emails in a glance and 

just scrolling down the text file if the emails are many. This method will better 

fucilitate users who value their time and energy the most. 

As the extracted information of Web mail is to be stored in a database, any keyword 

searching activities like SQL query can be conducted. For a company which tends to 

send promotion or newsletter to their target customers or clients in a huge amount at 

a time, they can implement the same approach of this system to extract the email 

addresses. This will simplify their tasks as they can keep track of to whom the 

promotion emails already been sent to because the flag in the database will be 

changed automatically once any execution of IE was successfully completed. 

At the other side, this system also can help forensic investigators to deal with cyber 

crimes by performing email information extraction and then proceed with the next 
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stage of multi-staged email forensic analysis such as email mining, email statistic 

analysis, email authorship attribution and more in order to identifY unforeseen 

pattern and behavior. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS ON FUTURE WORKS 

This project may be further enhanced by extracting other useful and relevant 

information in emails such as the sent date, cc, bee and capturing more than one 

recipient. To encounter with the constraint of extracting irrespective the emails are 

read or unread, the system should be able to extract only unread emails to avoid 

redundancy and to better facilitate the users. In order to make this system useful and 

flexible to be used by many different target groups of users, it is advisable to provide 

the functionality of extracting emails from different mail accounts such as Yahoo! 

Mail and Hotmail. 

Moreover, for the sake of enhancement values, this project is recommended to 

further expand by upgrading the system's capabilities by not only doing email 

extraction but may pruceed to the next level of multi-staged email forensic analysis 

in order to help forensic experts deal with cyber crimes by moving forward in doing 

email mining, statistical analysis and email authorship attribution. 
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Appendix A: Gantt chart 

Appendix B: Key milestone for semester 1 and semester 2 
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